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*TBLC COVID-19 MEDIA CALL:
WHEN SAVING IS A MAJOR DRAG ON THE ECONOMY: 
DURING A RECESSION CAUSED BY A PANDEMIC
By Jon Fisher 
Quorum Report
June 4, 2020

Individual saving is up to 33 percent compared to 7.9 
percent last year according to economist Jason Schenker, 
President of Prestige Economics. That is not a good 
number when we need consumer spending for the 
economy to recover.

More bad news: the unemployment rates seem to be 
distributed among all educational levels, not just lower 
educational levels as one might assume.

The increased savings rate is likely at least partially 
explained in an analysis of Gross Domestic Product 
numbers which show that the negative 5 percent growth 
in GDP is driven by the decline in consumer services 
spending (-4.75%).

While the GDP numbers show a continuing decline in 
business investment and slight increases in government 
spending, net exports and consumer goods spending, it’s 
the decline in consumer services spending that contributes 
the most to the negative GDP.

Schenker also shared that an analysis of initial jobless 
claims through May 30 “could put the de facto 
unemployment rate around 28%.” The April jobs report 
had a 14.7% unemployment rate nationally. Overall jobless 
claims through May 25 fell to 20.8 million from 21.1 million, 
which implies an unemployment rate of 19.4%. The big 
difference in the two rates is due to a data lag because 
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) numbers are collected in 
the middle of the month. So, he estimates the implied May 
unemployment rate to be between 19.6 and 25.8 percent, 
far greater that the 10 percent peak following the last 
recession.

Schenker concludes that the unemployment rate is likely 
to exceed 10% through the balance of the year which is 
not good for economic stability.

This information was shared on a biweekly Zoom meeting 
held by the Texas Business Leadership Council. Others in 
the meeting were Gay Gaddis, Chair of TBLC; Nick Serafy, 
President of Proficiency Testing Services; and Justin 
Yancy, President of TBLC.

Schenker also shared some data showing unemployment 
by educational level. These numbers are from the week of 
April 12. He said the May numbers due out tomorrow likely 
will show higher numbers. That April report showed that 
numbers of unemployed were as follows:

• Less than high school diploma: 1.8 million
• High school diploma: 5.7 million
• Some college: 5.4 million
• College graduate: 5.0 million
• Masters degree (subset of college graduates): 1.1 million

The focus on the number of people losing low skill jobs 
overlooks the high numbers of unemployed with high 
school diplomas, some college and college graduates, 
all between 5 and 5.7 million. He said since these ranges 
are tight, the college numbers are “very dismal for 
consumption and recovery prospects.”

Schenker also said Transportation Safety Administration 
statistics show that commercial airliner boardings are only 
about 10 to 15 percent of pre-pandemic levels.

And, to relate back to the current social unrest, Schenker 
reminded us that first responders began preparing for 
social unrest back in February due to the prospects of 
widespread deaths caused by a pandemic.

Little did they know at the time, a match would be lit that 
would create the unrest from another source.

Nick Serafy of Proficiency Testing Services said there 
is ambiguity with antibody testing: no one really knows 
what it means. The gold standard remains the PCR test 
(polymerase chain reaction) which is used extensively for 
employment testing. While there are still some shortages, 
tests are generally available for anyone willing to spend 
$150 per test. These tests are important because screening 
for symptoms could miss up to 80% of asymptomatic 
“spreaders.”

Serafy shared that any increase in cases currently is likely 
due to Memorial Day exposures.

He also mentioned that the US Army is working with 
the private sector on a vaccine since the Army has been 
working on vaccines for biological agents for some time.


